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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Craters Non-Craters

We present a method for automatic crater
detection using advanced machine learning
to deal with the large amount of satellite im-
agery collected.

To predict a crater many differnt fea-
tures at different scales need to be consid-
ered. Using a Convolutional Neutral Net-
work (ConvNet) we can learn classifiers
that first project the crater image into a
higher dimensional space where an accu-
rate decision boundry can be found.

APPLICATIONS

Surface Dating uses crater counts are to es-
timate the age of a specific area of a plane-
tary body. Studies involving crater counts
have discovered evidence for recent volcan-
ism on Mars by studying the distribution of
Martian craters in relation to craters on the
Moon [Hartmann 1999]

Query-by-Content and Regionalization of
land cover data uses histograms generated
from regions of a surface [Stepinski and Co-
hen 2014]. Each bin of the histogram repre-
sents a category’s distribution in the square
region. Histograms can be constructed the
distributions of craters at various sizes to al-
low analysis of the martian surface.

CONVNETS
At the core of Convolutional Neural Net-
works are convolutional layers. Here is an
example of well known convolution filter
called a sobel filter. In a ConvNet the filter
values are learned dynamically to minimize
classification error.
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The convolutional layers are connected to-
gether to form a computation graph. Each
layer is composed of non-linear projections
which until the final layer where the values
are interpreted as predictions.
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This network is called CraterCNN. Layer
(a) is a 15x15 input image. Each candidate
example is scaled to this size. Layers (b) and
(c) are convolutional layers with 20 filters
each of size 4x4. Layer (d) and (e) are fully
connected layers. (e) has just two outputs;
each corresponding to a class.

RESULTS
Region Urbach‘09 Bandeira‘10 Ding‘11 CraterCNN InceptionBN

West (1_24+1_25) 67.89 85.33 83.98 88.78 93.10
Center (2_24+2_25) 69.62 79.35 83.02 88.81 89.30

East (3_24+3_25) 79.77 86.09 89.51 90.29 93.20
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InceptionBN (Partial)

We use the [Banderia 2010] dataset with [Urbach
and Stepinsk 2009] proprocessing for evaluation
from the nadir panchromatic imagery footprint
h0905_0000 by the HRSC aboard Mars Express. It
is composed of 6 tiles (1700x1700 pixels each) with
resolution 12.5m/pixel. Proprocessing to avoid
brute force sliding window candidate generation re-
sults in 2022 craters and 2888 non-cratersa.

We propose two networks. The CraterCNN is a
custom designed network designed for speed and
accuracy while the InceptionBN network has been
used on other image classification problems such as
CIFAR-10. We can visualize the filters as they are
activated in the CraterCNN because it is small and
interpretable.

In the figure below a crater and non-crater can-
didate are processed through the network. Filters
from layer (b) with interesting activation patterns
are shown to the right of each candidate image in
false color. Values are scaled and then colored to
make these values visible and to maximize contrast
within each square with blue = low and red = high.

The filters can be seen to show vertical edges as
well as segmentation. The filters are learned based
on what is nessary to minimize classification error
on the training data so they do not directly relate to
what a crater is but may be focusing on what is not
a crater.

ahttps://github.com/ieee8023/CraterDataset


